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1. Introduction and summary

In 1957, A. T. James [5] introduced first the suggestive notions of the
relationships and the relationship algebra defined on a set of experimental
units. He clarified the bearing of the direct decomposition of the relation-
ship algebra on the analysis of variance for a standard experimental design,
such as, for randomized block designs (RBD), for Latin square designs (LSD),
and, though not sufficiently, for balanced incomplete block designs (BIBD).
In 1959, R. C. Bose and D. M. Mesner [2] dealt with the association algebra
generated by the association matrices of an association scheme introduced
first by R. C. Bose and K. P. Nair [3]. In those days, J. Ogawa [7] dealt
with the analysis of the association algebra as well as the relationship
algebra of a partially balanced incomplete block design (PBIBD). H. B. Mann
[6] dealt with the algebra of the general linear hypothesis. S. Yamamoto
and Y. Fujii \Jf] treated the analysis of the relationship algebra of a PBIBD,
too, and clarified the meaning of orthogonality, partially confounding and
confounding of a component of treatment sum of squares to the block space.

During the course of our research for the analysis of a PBIBD, several
questions and ideas suggested themselves to us. Some of them will be
mentioned below.

i) What is an association scheme? What is an association algebra?
Can we consider an association algebra as a kind of the relationship algebra
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defined among a set of treatment parameters ? If so, an association scheme
or an association algebra may be defined independently of the treatment-
block incidence matrix of an experimental design.

ii) An association algebra defined among a set of treatment parameters
determines uniquely the decomposition of the parameter sum of squares into
sum of several parameter quadratic forms. In view of the fact, can we
consider the algebra as an apparent structure defined among the working
parameters, and as being composed of several primitive relationship algebras
defined respectively among several sets of primitive parameters? If so, an
association algebra is a sort of apparent parameter structures being so
composed of several primitive relationship algebras that any one of the
primitive parameter sums of squares may correspond faithfully to one of the
component quadratic forms of the apparent parameter sum of squares.

iii) The notions of the relationships and the relationship algebra may
naturally be introduced not only into a set of relevant (or treatment) para-
meters but also into a set of nuisance (or block) parameters. In view of the
above, the nuisance parameter algebras for the so-called block designs, such
as, RBD, BIBD, PBIBD, etc., are primitive, and those for the two-way elimina-
tion designs, such as, LSD, Youden square designs (YSD), etc., are factorial.

iv) The steps of constructing an experimental design may be regarded
as, (1) to compose suitably the relevant (or treatment) parameter algebra
from several primitive relationships, (2) to compose suitably the nuisance
parameter algebra to be eliminated, and (3) to map suitably those algebras
over a set of experimental units and compose them into the relationship
algebra of the design in order to pick out the relevant relationships faithfully
after the elimination of the nuisance relationships.

v) Mappings and compositions of the relationship algebras might play
a fundamental role in the composition of a design. What are the implica-
tions of the phrases cto map suitably' and 'to compose suitably' ?

To answer those questions and to formulate those ideas, we shall provide
some notions and several theorems which will be useful in the composition
of the relationship algebra of an experimental design.

Some notions and results concerning the semi-simple matrix algebras are
introduced in sections 2, 3 and 4. In particular, the notions of similar and
partially similar mappings are defined and a fundamental theorem is pre-
sented in section 2. In section 3, the notions of confounding and partially
confounding are defined in algebra-theoretic terminologies. In section 4, the
notion of orthogonality is introduced in algebra-theoretic terminologies.

The remaining sections of this paper are devoted to the composition of
particular relationship algebras of experimental designs. Specific features
of a relationship algebra are discussed in section 5. In view of those features
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of the relationship algebra, the notions of G-preserving mappings and G-
orthogonal compositions are introduced in section 6. In section 7, the com-
position of the parameters is discussed in relation to G-preserving map-
pings. The composition of the parameters in relation to G-orthogonal com-
positions is discussed in section 8.

Composition of the relationship algebras of the experimental designs
is treated in section 9. This section is divided into two parts, the one
devoted to the case where no nuisance parameter algebra exists in a set of
experimental units, and the other devoted to the case where a nuisance
parameter algebra is introduced in a set of experimental units.

2. Similar and partially similar mappings

Let 9ΐ be a semi-simple matrix algebra (ring without radical) over the
real field [1Γ\ [_8~] generated by a finite number of real symmetric matrices of
order m. 3ΐ is a set of linear transformations whose domain and range are
self-dual m-dimensional real vector spaces Ym respectively. According to the
theory of semi-simple algebra, 3ΐ is completely reducible and can uniquely be
decomposed into the direct sum of minimum two-sided ideals, say,

(1) 3l = 3t1®SR20...®3ϊΛ

apart from the order of the ideals. Each component algebra 9ΐ; is isomorphic
to the complete matrix algebra of order m^ the multiplicity of which is a{.
Let E be the principal idempotent of 9ΐ and Ei be the principal idempotent of
9t(. (& = 1, .-., k\ then the corresponding decomposition of principal idempotent
into mutually orthogonal principal idempotents of the ideals is,

(2) E = Eι + E2 + " + Ek

The ranks of those idempotents are

(3) r (Ed = ft = mid* r ( £ ) = | ] r (Ed = Σ ft <m
i = 1 x = 1

Let E0 = Im-E, then E%=E0, E0E=EE0 = 0 and for any E> (ί = l, ..., fc) E0Ei =

0 = 0 hold. For convenience' sake, denote r(Eo) = βo

Let F bean n x m real matrix which maps a column vector of Ym into a
column vector of Ym i.e., for any a eYm

(4) F: a~^a* = FaeYn
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Let 9ΐ* be the image of 9ΐ induced by the following linear mapping ΰ of
3ΐ which is defined by the matrix F; i.e., for any A e 3ΐ

(5) σ: A-+A*

or

(6) 6 : 3t -* 3ΐ*

where SR* = U * A* = Λ4F, ,4 e $R}

DEFINITION 1. A linear mapping ΰ of 3ΐ defined by F is said to be
partially similar if it satisfies the following two conditions

(7) (i) σ(Edσ(Ej) = d{jCiσ(Ei) fe>0, i, j = 0,1, ..., k)

(8) (ii) If a>09 then r(σ(Ed) = r(Ed (ΐ = 0, 1, ..., fc)

where dij = l or 0 according as ί=j or iφj. If Q > 0 for some ί a partially

similar mapping is said to be proper. In particular, ΰ is similar if cι=c2 =

• = Q = C>0.

As to the matrix F which defines a linear mapping σ of 9ϊ, the following

theorem holds.

THEOREM 1. A linear mapping 6 of 3ΐ defined by F is partially similar
if and only if

k

(9) F'F — "Σ ciEi (ci > 0)

In this case, the image 9ΐ* = (T(9ΐ) of 9ΐ is also a semi-simple matrix algebra.
As we can assume cι > 0, c2 > 0, ., c/ > 0, cί+1 = = ck = 0 without loss of
generality, 3ΐ* can be decomposed into the direct sum of minimum two-sided
ideals, such as,

(10) <R* =

one o/ ί/̂ β component algebra (̂SR,-) is isomorphic to SRX and ί/ie multiplicity
of the irreducible representations is also <xι. The corresponding decomposition
of the principal idempotent into mutually orthogonal principal idempotents of
the ideals is,

(11) £ = £i + £ 2 + + £/
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where

(12) 2J=—FEJF,
3 = 1 CJ

PROOF. Assume first that F satisfies the condition (9), then we have
FEiF'FEjF^δijCiFEiF^δijaσίEi), for ΐ , ; = 0,1, • ••, k, and if C | > 0 ,

i))=r(FEiF
/) = r(EiF

/FEi)=r(ciEi) = r(Ei\ for i = 0, 1, ..., fc. The linear

mapping σ defined by F is, therefore, partially similar.
Conversely, assume that a is partially similar, i.e., (7) and (8) hold. Since

we can assume that co = ci. .=c s_i = O, c5>0, , Ck>0 (0<s<&) without loss
of generality, we have

(13)

(a) FEpF
/FEpF/ = 0 for p = 0, 1, ..., s- 1

(b) FEqF
rFEqF

r = cqFEqF
r for ? = s, ..., i

(c) FEiF'FEjF' = 0 for ί φ / and ί, / = 0, 1, ..., fe

(d) r(FEqF
f) = r(Eq) for q = s, . ,k

Since £/s are mutually orthogonal symmetric idempotents, there exists
an orthogonal matrix P which transforms all E{ diagonal simultaneously,
such as

(14)

0

0

where βi=r(βί)=Ίniai. If we denote FP=K the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) may-
be expressed as,

(13')

(a') KepK'KepK' = 0 for p = 0, 1, ..., s - 1

(b') K eqK'K eqK = cqK eqK for q = s,...,k

(c') K βiK'K e K' = 0 for ί Φj, i, j = 0, 1, .. , k

(d') τ(KeqK) = r(eq) for q = s, ...,k

From (aθ, we have fep)' = 0 and 1 ^ = 0 for p=0, 1, ..., s - 1 . The
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latter shows that all elements of the first βo + βi+- +βs-i columns of Kare
zero. Denote the matrix which consists of the remaining 2 = &+.
columns of K by K, then we have

(15) K = [0: fΓ\, KK' = KK', K'K = I
o o
0 K'K

Since (d') and (c') hold, we have

(16) r (K'K) = r (KK') = r (KK') = r(K(
k

ί = 0

The uxΐl matrix K'K is, therefore, non-singular. Using (13') and (15)
we have

KK'KK' = KKKK' = £ ( Σ et)KK{ Σ e{)K'
ί = 0 ί = 0

(17)

n

0
Ck

Multiplying (17) by (K'KYιK' from the left and by K(K'KYλ from the right
we have

K'K =
0

0

This implies

K'K =
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and, therefore,

Thus we have

F'F='tciEi
ί = 0

The remaining part of the theorem may be proved as follows.

Since ΰ is a linear mapping of 3ΐ and (T(3ΐ)(T(3ΐ)£(T(9ϊ) holds under (9),
σ(9ΐ) is an algebra. Moreover, since for any element A* of σ(9ϊ), there exists
an element A e 9ΐ which satisfies the relation A*=FAF, σ(9ΐ) may be generated
by symmetric matrices of order n. Thus, (T(3ΐ) is semi-simple.

As !Ri = EiϊREi, 3l%^lRi, and SR SRcgt. for ΐ = 1, ..., fc, it is easy to see
that

σ (SR) σ (3t, ) <= σ (SR , ), σ (Sftf ) σ (3ft) ε σ (SR,-)

for i = l, •••, k. The image 6{%)=F%Fr of any two-sided ideal % is also a
two-sided ideal of the image algebra σ(9ΐ). If c{ = 0 for some ί (i = l, •••, /c), we
have σ(ΪRi)=FEiίREiF' = O as FEι = 0. In this case, the image of the two-sided
ideal SRt degenerates to a null ideal of <τ(9ΐ). If c z >0 for some ί(i = l, , fc),
it can be seen that the image algebra σ(3t/) has no proper two-sided ideal

and is isomorphic to % by the mapping — a. The principal idempotent of

σ{%) is

Thus the proof is complete.

COROLLARY 1. A linear mapping σ of 3Ϊ defined by F is similar if and
only if

(18) F'F = coEo Λ-cE (c > 0, c0 > 0)

When 5R contains the unit matrix Im we say that the semi-simple matrix
algebra 9ί is full-rank. Under the terminology, we have the following corol-
lary to the Theorem 1.
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COROLLARY 2. If 9ΐ is full-rank, the condition (9) for 6 to be partially
similar is reduced to

(90 F'F = 1] aEi e 3t fo >: 0),
ί = 1

fcβ condition (18) /or σ ίo 6e similar is reduced to

(180

3. Mappings with confounding

Let 9ΐ be the semi-simple mxm matrix algebra defined in the previous
section and let SB be a semi-simple algebra generated by a finite number of
real symmetric matrices of order ΊI. Assume that S3 is not full-rank and its
principal idempotent is Eb.

Let F be an n x m real matrix and consider a mapping 6 defined by F, i.e.,

(19) σ: 5R^3Ϊ* = FΪΛF = {A* : A* = FAF\ AtVi}

DEFINITION 2. Linear mapping 6 of 9ΐ is said to be

(i) partially confounded with 35, if

(20) σ: 31->3i = (/„-£,) 31* (/»-£*)

= U : ^ = (4 - Eh)FAF\In - ^ ) , ^ 6 3ί}

is a proper partially similar mapping of 3ΐ and

Eb3ϊ*Ebφ0,

(ii) orthogonal to S3, if

is a proper partially similar mapping of 9Ϊ and

EbK*Eb = 0,

and

(iii) confounded with S3, if
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EbΐR*Eb = 9ΐ*

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the definition
and Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for

(i) σ is partially confounded with 33, are

(21) F'(In-Eb)F=T>ciEi
ί = 0

(ci > 0 and a > 0 for some ί φ 0)

and

EbFEφ0

(ii) ΰ is orthogonal to 33, are

(210
i=Q

(ci > 0 and a > 0 for some ί φ 0)

and

EbFE=0

and

(iii) ΰ is confounded with 53, is

(21") (In-Eb)FE = 0

PROOF. Since E^E^EbFiRFE^O or φ O if and only if EbFEFEb = 0
or =/=0, and if and only if EbFE=0 or #=0, (i) and (ii) follow immediately
from Theorem 1. If £63t*J&6 = 5R*, it follows (In-Eb)FEFf(In-Eb) = §. Then,
(IH-Eb)FE=0. Conversely, if (In-Eb)FE=0, EbΪR*Eb=EbFEϊREFΈb=FϊflFr
= 31*.

4. Orthogonal compositions

Let Sίi and 2I2 be semi-simple matrix algebras of order u and v, respec-
tively. Assume that an nxu real matrix F\ and an nxv real matrix F2

define respectively a partially similar mapping of Sti and that of 2t2. Assume,
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further, two image matrix algebras 2l*=<Ti(3li) and 2l* = σ2(2ί2) have a two-
sided ideal S3 in common.

DEFINITION 3. If two difference algebras Sίf—S3 and Stf—S3 are mutually-
orthogonal, we say Sί* is orthogonal to 21* modulo S3 and vice versa. We say
that 9t=2If U2I*5 the smallest algebra containing 2If and 2If, is the algebra
composed by the orthogonal composition of 2IX and 2I2 modulo S3.

In order to express more concretely, assume that the decompositions of
2ίi and 2I2 to their minimum two-sided ideals be

(22) »i = «

(23) »2=«

and the corresponding decompositions of the principal idempotents be

(24) JEl = £n+i?12 + ••• + £!*,

(25) # 2 = & l + &2 + -~ + £2/,

and let E10=Iu—Eu and £ 2 0 = / y — # 2 .

Assume that

(26) FίFi = ciOJEio+Σci ίJE l ί, c 1 0 > 0 , c l f > 0 for ί =
ί = 1

(27) ^ί τ2 = c 2o£ r2o+i]c2^ 2 y c 2 0 ^ 0 , c 2 y > 0 for / =

and

(28) σ i : ^ ^ ^

(29) ff2 : St2 ̂  2t*

Since σi and <r2 are partially similar mappings of 2ίi and St2, the decomposi-

tions of Sίf and 21* to their minimum two-sided ideals are

(30) Sf

(31) 2t* = σ2 (5ί2) = σ2 (2ί21) 0 σ2 (2ί22) φ Θ σ2 (2ί2ί)
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respectively. The corresponding decompositions of the idempotents are

\όΔ) £,ι = &n -t- Ά\2 -r '--T &is

(33) E2 = E21 + £"22 + + Eit

w h e r e £ Ί , = — FιEuF[ a n d £2j- = -—F2E2jF
/

2 for ΐ = l , . . . ,s a n d j=l, ...,t.
C\i C2j

If 2ί* and 2ί* have the same two-sided ideal S3, the uniqueness of the
decomposition shows that it can be expressed, without loss of generality, as

(34)

The principal idempotent of the ideal is,

(35) £b=il En = Σ

0<p<min(s,

— Σ -̂ 2/ =
i

F2E21F2

Let jEΊδ=£' 1 1+...+£' 1 /, and E2b=
theorem.

p, then we have the following

THEOREM 3. Lei 0*1 α^d (T2 defined by (28) omd (29) 6e ίfce partially similar
mappings of 3Ii α^d 2ί2, respectively, and assume that the image algebras 21*
α^d 21* 0/ 2ίi and 2I2 feave a common two-sided ideal S3 defined by (34). 77&e
image algebras 21* and 2ίJ are mutually orthogonal modulo S3 and 2ίf U2ί^ is an
algebra composed by the orthogonal composition of 2ti and 2I2 ΐ/ and onίi/ ΐ/

(36) (Eι - Eιb)F{F2(E2 - E2b) = 0

1/ Sίf and 2ί* fcave no common two-sided ideal, i.e., S3 is a nuii algebra, the
condition may be simplified as

(360 E1F'1F2E2 = 0

and, moreover, if both SIi and 2ί2 are full-rank matrix algebras, the condition
may be simplified further as

(36"). F[F2 = 0
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When the condition (36) holds, the direct decomposition of 9ΐ=2tf υ2If into
minimum two-sided ideals is

(37) 9i

and the corresponding decomposition of the principal idempotent of 3ΐ is

(38) ER = En + --- + Sip + S l p + ! + --- + SU + E2p+ι + ... + S2t

or =±~F1EliF'1+ Σ -^F2E2jF'2
i = l CU j=P+l C2J

PROOF. If

(39) (δl* - SB) (21* - SB) = (§1* - SB) (5ί* - S3) = 0 mod SB

it follows

(40) ( Σ ^-ίΊ^ufΛf ± ~-F2E2jF'2)=0
\i=p+l Cli / \j=p+l °2J /

Multiplying (40) by jFJ from the left and by F2 from the right, we have,

(41) ( ± EU)F[F2( i ] E2j) = 0,
i=p+l J=P+l

or

(El-Elb)F[F2(E2~E2b) = 0

Conversely, if (36) holds, then (41) follows. Multiplying (41) by Eu from the
left and by E2j from the right, we have

(42) EuF[F2E2j = 0

for any £ = p + l , ..., s and y=p + l, ..., t. Thus we have

(43) -y-F&iFl ~F2E2JF2 = 0

for any i = p + l , , s and y = p + l , . . . , ί . This implies (40) and, therefore,
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(39).

The rest of the theorem is obvious and the proof is omitted.

5 Specific features of the relationship algebras

We shall define, after A. T. James [5], a basic relationship and a basic
relationship matrix among a set of objects.

Consider a set of objects and assume a basic relationship R between
objects as a set of ordered pairs (ί, j) of them. If the ordered pair (ί, f) of
objects belongs to R, we say that i and j are in the relation R. A basic
relationship R among a set of n objects can be expressed as an nxn basic
relationship matrix of O's and l's:

{1 if i is related to j by the relationship R,

0 otherwise.

In this paper we shall assume further, as James has done, that each of
the basic relationships is symmetrical for any pair of objects (ΐ, /). Thus all
of the basic relationship matrices are assumed to be symmetric matrices of
O's and l's.

Under the operations of matrix multiplication, matrix addition and scalar
multiplication, a family of basic relationship matrices generates a semi-
simple matrix algebra, which we call the relationship algebra defined among
a set of the objects.

If a basic relationship R among a set of n objects belongs to a family of
basic relationships, it is natural to assume that the family contains another
relationship Rc, the negation of R, too. The negation of R can be expressed
by the matrix of O's and l's, as

(45) RC = G~R

where G is an n x n matrix, all elements of which are unity. Hence, we may
naturally assume that a family of basic relationship matrices as well as a
relationship algebra contain the universal relationship matrix G.

Another special basic relationship, which James has assumed to be
included in a family of basic relationships is the identity relationship of
each object itself. The assumption of the existence of identity relationship
implies that the differentiation from one object to another in the set is
always possible. The assumption, however, seems to be too restrictive and
we shall assume that the family of basic relationship matrices as well as the
relationship algebra contain not necessarily the unit matrix.
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In this paper, the symbols G and / are used exclusively for the universal
relationship matrix and the identity relationship matrix, respectively. An
algebra generated by the linear closure of a set of matrices A, B, , M, is
denoted by C-4, JB, •••, MΓ\.

Although a relationship algebra always contains \JEΓ\ as its subalgebra,
it contains not always [GΓ\ as its two-sided ideal. Those algebras defined for
the association schemes and the plot relationship algebras of the standard
experimental designs eventually have [G~] as their one-dimensional two-sided
ideal. In this connection, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. A relationship algebra contains [_GJ as its two-sided ideal if
and only if row (or column) sums of each basic relationship matrix are
constant. In other words, for each basic relationship R, the number of objects
related by R to a fixed object is independent of the object.

Proof of the theorem is easy and will be ommited.

An algebra generated by G only, i.e., QG], is the most trivial algebra
defined among a set of objects; the only basic relationship defined among them
is that they belong to the same set of objects. An algebra generated by Im

and Gm i.e., \Jm Gm~] is the most important primitive relationship algebra
defined among a set of m objects, say ri, ..., vm. This can uniquely be decom-
posed into direct sum of two-sided ideals as

(46) [/w, Gw] = [G J 0 [lm - ~m Gm\

The corresponding decomposition of the principal idempotent into the sum
of component principal idempotents is

(47)

The algebra determines uniquely the decomposition of sum of squares as

'I 'G +
rti

(48)

or

(49) S r ? = /7zr2+I]
ί = 1 i = 1

1 m

where r ' = (ri, r2, •••, rm) and r = — H r , - .
771 / = 1
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Thus we are interested in a relationship algebra containing [GJ as its
two-sided ideals. The (partially) similar mapping of such an algebra which
maps QGQ to Q6Γ], and the orthogonal composition modulo [GJ of two or more
algebras of such a type are of interest.

6. G-preserving mappings and G-orthogonal compositions

In this section we shall deal with some special types of partially similar
mappings treated in section 2. A special type of orthogonal compositions
treated in section 4 will also be discussed.

Let 9ΐ be a relationship algebra defined over a set of m objects, and F be
an n x m real matrix which defines a partially similar mapping a of 3Ϊ. Assume,
further, 9ΐ has \jGm~\ as its two-sided ideal.

DEFINITION 4. A partially similar mapping <τ of 9ΐ defined by F is said
to be

(i) G-preserving, if the relation

(50)

holds, where [ G J is an ideal of the image algebra 3ί* = σ(3ΐ), and

(ii) G-eliminating, if the relation

(51) σ([Gm]) = 0

holds.
In connection with the definition, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.

(i) // and only if

(52)

holds, a (partially) similar mapping 6 defined by F is G-preserving. The
condition (52) may be interpreted as that each row sum as well as the column
sum of the elements of F is constant.

(ii) // and only if

(53) FGm = 0

holds, a partially similar mapping β defined by F is G-elimίnating. The
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condition (53) may be interpreted as that each row sum of the elements of F
is gero.

PROOF.

(i) If β is G-preserving (partially) similar, there exists a positive
constant g, such as,

(54)
gm ) gm '

Multiplying by mnF from the right, we obtain

(55)

In this case, if we denote the element of F in the i-th row and the &-th column
m n

as//y, and put fi.= Σ/*/, / . / = Σjfo> we have

(56)
'/i /i

ft- /2.
A-

\fu fn. ••• / » .

7-1 / 2

Thus we have/i.=/2. = •••=/„. (=α, say) and f.1=f.2 = •••=/.m{=b=—a, say)
771

Conversely, if (55) holds for a (partially) similar mapping σ, we have

(57)

and, therefore,

(58)

(ii) If ΰ is G-eliminating partially similar, we have

^~FGmF' = 0

The condition is equivalent to

The converse is obvious.
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DEFINITION 5. When a (partially) similar mapping σ of a relationship
algebra 3ΐ is G-preserving, the image algebra 9ΐ* = (7(3ΐ) is said to be the
relationship algebra composed by G-preserving (partially) similar mapping of
5R. The relationship algebra σ(3ΐ)u[Λ, G J = σ(3ΐ)u[/J is said to be the full-
rank relationship algebra composed by G-preserving (partially) similar map-
ping of 9ΐ.

Let 9ΐi and 9ΐ2 be relationship algebras defined respectively over the set
of s and t objects. Assume that both 3ΐi and 3ΐ2 are full-rank and they have
QGJ and \jGt~] as their two-sided ideals, respectively. Assume that a t xs
matrix Φλ and a vxt matrix Φ2 define G-preserving (partially) similar
mapping σλ and σ2 of 9ΐi and 3Ϊ2, respectively.

DEFINITION 6. When σλ and σ2 give an orthogonal composition of 3ΐi and
3ΐ2 modulo HGJ, we say ΰγ and 62 are G-orthogonaL The algebra tfΊ(9ΐi)utf2(9ΐ2)
is said to be £fee relationship algebra composed by G-orthogonal composition of
9ti and 3Ϊ2. The algebra σi(^i)uσ2(5ΐ2)

u[Λ, GJ = σ1(9ϊ1)
uσ2(9ΐ2)

u[;/J is said to
be the full-rank relationship algebra composed by G-orthogonal composition of
IRi and SR2.

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3 and
5.

THEOREM 6. Two G-preserving (partially) similar mappings (Tι and σ2 of
9ϊi and 3ΐ2 defined respectively by Φ\ and Φ2 give a G-orthogonal composition of
9ΐi and 9l2 if and only if

(59) Φ{Φ2 = cGsxt, c = -^

where Gsxt is an sxt matrix whose elements are all unity. c\ and c2 are the row
sums of the elements of Φ\ and Φ2, respectively.

7. G-preserving composition of parameter algebras

Consider a vector of 5 parameters τ ' = ( r i , ZΊ, •• ,r 5 ) and assume that
among those parameters a relationship algebra 2ί has been composed. Assume,
further, SX is full-rank and has QGJ as its one dimensional two-sided ideals.

Let the direct decomposition of Si to its minimum two-sided ideals be

(QQΛ 2( — 5J" ff) 21 £P) (f) §ί

where Sto = CGJ. Let the corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix to
mutually orthogonal principal idempotents of the ideals be
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(61) I8 = EQ + Ei + : + Ek

where Eo = s~ιGs.

As the decomposition (61) is unique apart from the order of the com-
ponent idempotents, the relationship algebra determines uniquely the decom-
position of parameter sum of squares into its mutually orthogonal components,
i.e.,

(62) ί ] r? = τΊ8v = τ'E.τ + τ'E^τ + ... + τrEkτ
ί = 1

Let Φ be a vxs real matrix and assume that Φ defines a G-preserving
(partially) similar mapping <r of 21,

(63) σ: %B A-»A* = ΦAΦ'9

satisfying

(64) Φ'Φ=i]ciEi (co>O, c,>0 for ί = l, ..., ft)
ί = 0

Since the matrix (2) is a linear mapping from Vs to V̂ , τ is mapped as

(65) Φ: τ->τ* = Φτ

D E F I N I T I O N 7. A ί - d i m e n s i o n a l p a r a m e t e r v e c t o r / * ' = (Ai, A2, ••-, Mo) i s
said to be a parameter vector composed of τ by G-preserving composition if it
consists of the two components: a component r*, the image of τ; and a
component δ which may or may not be 0 and is orthogonal to τ* for any r,
i.e.,

(66) β = Φτ + δ

where Φfδ = 0.

Among the v parameters, it is natural to assume that there exists the
primitive relationship algebra [_IV GJ. Thus, the relationship algebra among
the v parameters is composed of 21*, the image of 21, and [_Iυ, GJ, i.e.,

3t is the full-rank relationship algebra composed of 2ί by G-preserving com-
position.
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We may assume, without loss of generality, for (64) that a > 0 for i =
1, ...57TC and Cj• = 0 for j = m+l, •••, &(l<7rc<&) except a trivial case of all
Ci = 0 for ί = l, ••, k. In this case, Theorem 1 shows that 3ΐ is decomposed
into its minimum two-sided ideals as

and the corresponding decomposition of the principal idempotent is

(67) /, = -— ΦEoΦ' + —ΦE1Φ
/+. + -^-ΦEmΦf + E*

Co C\ Cm

where

mi i 1

E* = Iυ - Σ — ΦE0', ~r ΦEoΦ' = ^rGv
ί = 0 Ci C0 v

The unique decomposition of parameter sum of squares for μ. into
mutually orthogonal components is, after some calculation,

(68) ± βl = βfϊvβ

= COT'EOT + aτ'EiV + ••• + cmτ'Emτ + tf'ί

If, in particular, Φ defines a similar mapping of 21,

(69) Σ βl - β%μ = c(τ'Eoτ + + τ'Ehτ) + ί'ff
0 5 = 1

It can be seen that a (partially) similar mapping of a parameter relation-
ship algebra will give a sort of weighted faithful mapping of each original
parameter sum of squares into sum of squares of the composed parameters.

A simple example of G-preserving composition is given below.

Example 1. [7, GQ—• Group divisible association algebra

Suppose that a primitive relationship algebra

(70) SI = \Jm GJ = [^ Gm] © [/m - -i- Gm]

is defined over a parameter vector a' = (au •••, am).

The algebra determines a unique decomposition of the unit matrix;
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and corresponding decomposition of the parameter sum of squares,

(VI) oc'Ima = \ot!Gma + a'(lm - ~

m m

or Σ3 α? = ma2 + Σ («; -
i=l i=1

\ m

where a — — Ύ\ a{

m i = 1

Consider a linear mapping σ of 51 defined by

(72) φ =

Since Φjm=jmn, Φ/jmn=njm and ΦrΦ=nIm hold, σ is G-preserving similar.
It can be verified that the composed full-rank algebra (T(2ί)u[/wJ is a

group divisible association algebra and is decomposed as

(73)

The corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix is

~

Let the composed parameter vector be

τ = Φa + tf5 Φ'ί = 0,

then we have, after (68),

(75) Σ r ? - 7τẑ α2 + n Σ (^ - α:)2 + ίr

1 = 1

If we denote {(ί—l)rc+;}-th element of δ in a usual way as aih the restriction
for δ may be expressed as

(76) Σ δij = 0 for all ί.
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Each component of the sum of squares of working parameters (ri5 • -, rmn)
corresponds respectively to the sum of squares for general mean a of the
primitive parameters, to the sum of squares of α, about the mean, and to the
residual sum of squares. Those components are sums of squares for general
mean, for between groups and for within groups, respectively.

Repeated application of such G-preserving similar compositions will give
a series of nested type association algebras. Another series of G-preserving
partially similar compositions will give a series of triangular type association
algebras. Details of those and their applications will be seen in the forth-
comming paper.

8. G-orthogonal composition of parameter algebras

Consider two vectors of s and t parameters a' = (au - ,α 5 ) and (3f =
(βu •••>&) and assume that two relationship algebras 3Ii and 2ί2 have been
composed among the sets of parameters, respectively. Assume further, both
SIi and Sί2 are full-rank and have [Gs~] and [Gt~] as their two-sided ideals,
respectively.

Let the direct decompositions of those algebras be

Sίx-St
(77)

2ί2 = SI20 Θ 2Ϊ2i θ 0 »2/, Sί20 = [Gt-]

and the corresponding decompositions of the unit matrices be

(78) Is — Eio + En + + Eik, Eio — -— Gs

It — E20 + £21 + + E2ι, E2o = — — Gt

respectively.

Those relationship algebras determine uniquely the decompositions of
parameter sums of squares into mutually orthogonal components, i.e.,

(79) 1] a] - άlsa = a'E10a + afEλla +. . + a'Elka
1 = 1

Σ 8) = 0Ίt0 = β'E20β + $ Έ 2 l β + •••+ β'E2lβ
j = l

Let avxs matrix Φι and & vxt matrixΦ2 define respectively G-preserving
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(partially) similar mappings σλ and ύ2 of SIχ and 2I2, and assume that 6X and
ύ2 give G-orthogonal composition of 2ίχ and 2I2. We can assume, without
loss of generality, that

(80) Φ[Φi=i:cuEu, cu>0 for i = 0,
i = 0

c2j>0 for / = 0,

The parameter vectors a and /? are mapped respectively by Φx and Φ2 as,

(81) 0i:

D E F I N I T I O N 8. A z - d i m e n s i o n a l p a r a m e t e r v e c t o r β' = (Ui, ^2, •••, A») i s
said to be a parameter vector composed of a and β by G-orthogonal composi-
tion if it consists of the three components: a component α*, the image of a;
a component #*, the image of β; and a component δ which may or may not
be 0 and is orthogonal to both α* and #* for any a and #, i.e.,

(82) β = 0i<z + 02/9 + S

where 0ίff = O and Φ'2δ=0.

The full-rank relationship algebra ft composed of Sti and 2ΐ2 by σi and (T2

is decomposed into direct sum of minimum two-sided ideals as

(83) a = σ1(Sί1

= LG J Θ σx (Sin) 0 σx (2ί12) φ . . . 0

© σ2 (§I21) © σ2 (2t22) φ . © σ2 (Sί2ί) © 2ίe

and the corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix is

(84) Iv = £0 + E11 + + E1p + E21 + + E2q + Ee

where Eo = — Gv
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S 9E0[ i l 2

The corresponding decomposition of the sum of squares for the composed
parameters is

Σ β2

r = β'hβ = β'Eoβ + u'EuM + + β'Expβ
r = \

+ β'E2lβ + + /ί^ί/ί + β'Eeβ

and may be expressed after some calculations as

(85) i ] β2

r = - 1 - /cU/ί + cna'Ena + + clpa'Eιpa
r = l V

This shows an important implication of the orthogonal composition.
A simple example of G-orthogonal composition is given below.

Example 2. [/s, GJ, [/*, Gt~] -• Two-way factorial association algebra.

Suppose two primitive algebras

(86) Six = [/s, G J = [ 4 " G J Θ [/s - -7- Gs]

%2 = Uu Gtl - [-] Gt]

are defined over two vectors of parameters α / = (αi, ••-, α s ) and β' = (βu ••-, /?/),

respectively.

Those algebras determine the decompositions of the sums of squares for

parameters :

aΊsa = 4" α'ftα + «' (/, - 4" Gs) a

β'ltβ = -γβ'Gtβ + β'iit - -^
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or

(87) ±

y=i

1 s i
where α= — Σ α , , £ = -r~Σ#/.

s ί = l τ j=l

Consider a linear mapping β\ of S[χ and a linear mapping σ2 of §I2 defined
respectively by

(88) Φι = Is<g)jt, Φ2=j,<8>It.

Since Φιjs=jst, Φ'Jst=tjS9 Φ2jt=jst, Φ'2jst = sjt and Φ[Φι=tIs, Φ'2Φ2=sIh Φ[Φ2

= Gsyt hold, both ϋ\ and σ2 are similar and give a G-orthogonal composition of
2ti and 2ί2. The composed full-rank relationship algebra tfi^O^^TW
may be called the two-way factorial association algebra. The generators of
the algebra are

(89) J,®/,, (βs-I,)<g>Ih Is®(Gt-It) and (fi8 - /,) <g> (G, - Λ)

The decomposition of the composed algebra is

(90)

The corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix is

(91) Ist = - ^

Let the composed parameter vector be

(92) τ = Φιa + Φ2β + d, Φ[

then we have, after some calculation,
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(93) Σ x\ = st(a + βf+t± (α, - a)2 + s Σ 0?y - /?)2 + f*
£ = 1 ί = 1 .7 = 1

If we denote {(ί — l)t + /}-th element of δ in a traditional way as f/y, the
restrictions for δ may be expressed as

(94) Φ[δ = 0 ^> l ] r ί 7 = 0 for any £,

i

0£tf = 0 ΦΦ 2]r ί ; = 0 for any /.
i

Each component of the sum of squares of working parameters τ' —
• , τst) corresponds respectively to the sum of squares for pooled mean

the sum of squares of α, about the mean α, the sum of squares of βj about
the mean /?, and the sum of squares for the residuals. Statistical meanings
of those components are obvious.

The procedure may be extended to the general p-way factorial associa-
tion algebra. Another example of G-orthogonal compositions is a series of
the Graeco-Latin square compositions. Details will be seen in the forth-
comming paper. It should also be noted that L2 type algebra, cubic type
algebra, etc., may be obtained as the subalgebras of special type factorial
association algebras, respectively.

9. Composition of relationship algebras for experimental designs

Suppose that an experimenter has composed a relationship algebra 21
among a set of v treatment parameters r ' = (ri, •••, O of one or more
primitive parameter relationship algebras. He naturally wishes to know
something about those primitive relationships through an exprimentation.
Assume that 21 is full-rank and has [_GV~] as its two-sided ideal. Let the direct
decomposition 21 be

(95) a = 2

and the corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix be

(96) Iv = E0 + E1 + + Eh Eo = -^GV

As was seen in section 7 and 8, the unique decomposition of the para-
meter sum of squares is

(97) τΊvτ = T'EOT + .. + τ'Ekτ
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and some of these component parameter sums of squares can be reduced to
the sums of squares among the sets of primitive parameters.

Suppose that the experimenter wishes to design an experiment which
will be conducted on n experimental units or plots.

(a) The case without nuisance parameter algebra.

Suppose that no nuisance parameter algebra except the trivial algebra
[Gn~] is defined among the n plots, and suppose that a linear mapping β of §1
defined by Φ (a linear mapping from the parameter vector space V̂  to the
observation vector space Yn) is G-preserving (partially) similar, i.e.,

(98) Φ: τ-+τ* = Φτ

ΦfΦ-=c0E0 + cίE1 + .. + csEs (cf > 0 , ΐ = 0, 1, ..., s,

Suppose further, the observation vector

(99) * ' = (* i ,*2, •••,*„)

is normally distributed with mean <f(x) = Φτ and covariance matrix V(χ)

The relationship algebra composed for the design is

(100) 3t

9ΐ may be decomposed uniquely into direct sum of minimum two-sided ideals
as

(101) 3ΐ

The corresponding decomposition of the unit matrix is

(102) In = Eo + Ei + . + Es + Eβ

where

and
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Ee — In— 5 ] E{.
i = 0

The unique decomposition of the sum of squares is

(103) x'x = x'Eox + + x'Esx + x'Eex

and the analysis of variance is

(104) x' (ln -—GH)x=± (*ί - *)2

\ n / ί=l

= x'E\x + + xEsx + xEex

The distributions of the component sums of squares are independent of
each other and any one of them divided by Θ2 except the last one is distributed
with non-central chi-square (Xr2) distribution. The non-centrality parameters
of those are

for ί = 1, 2, ..., s.

, is distributed with ^-distribu-

(105) λi = £ (x) Ei £ (x) = -—"-—

The last component divided by Θ2, -^-x'

tion, as its non-centrality parameter λe is

(106) ^ = i^(*0-

The degrees of freedom of those components are r(/?,-) for ί = l, ••-, s, and

r(Ee) = 7i — l— Σ r ( £ , ), respectively.
ί = l

Thus we have the following analysis of variance table.

Table 1. Analysis of Variance (without nuisance parameters)

Source of variation

Component of 1

treatment 2

sum of squares \

s

Error

Total

Sum of squares

X'EγX

x'E2x

x'Esx

x'Eex

*-(/.--ίc.)«

Degrees of freedom

r(Ex)

r(E2)

r(E,)

rc-1- t r{Ei)
i = l

n-l

Non-centrality parameter

ciτ
/E1τ/(2θη

c2τ'E2τ/(2θη

csτ'Esτ/(2θη

0
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The simplest design may be composed by r ( > l ) times replications of all
working treatments. In this case, as Φ=Iv(8)jr and Φ'Φ = rIv, 6 is similar. A
factorial experiment with replication is an example of the design. The
treatment relationship algebra of the design is a factorial association algebra.

It should be added that when δ in (82) of section 8 is assumed to be
normally distributed with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix θ2lst, we have
a design for two-way classification.

(b) The case with nuisance parameter algebra.

Suppose that there has been composed a nuisance parameter relationship
algebra S3 among a set of n plots. S3 has been composed by mappings and
compositions of several sets of nuisance parameters among which some
primitive nuisance algebras are defined. Suppose that S3 is not full-rank and
the principal idempotent of S3 is Eb. Suppose, further, Gn e S3.

Suppose that there exists an nxv matrix Φ which defines a partially
confounded mapping of 21, i.e., Φ satisfies,

(107) Φ\In - Eb)Φ = i ] aEi (ci > 0 for i = 1, . , s <k)

EbΦi=0

The full-rank relationship algebra induced among the plots is

(108) 3ΐ-3I*uS3uC/B], SI* = 0210'

The component algebra of ϊl* orthogonal to 58 and defined by

(109) & = (/„- Eh) 31* (/, - Eb) = (/, - Eh) ΦIW (/„ - Eb)

is the image of 31 of a partially similar mapping ΰ defined by BX» matrix

F=(In—Eb)Φ, because F'F=Φ'{In—Eb)Φ. Thus 2ί may be decomposed as

(110) i = JF

and the corresponding decomposition of the idempotent is

(111) E = — FE,F' + ... + -- FESF'
C\ Cs

The unique decomposition of the principal idempotent In — Eb of W}\Jn—Eb~\ is

(112) /„ - Eb = —FExF' + • + — FEJ" + Ee
C\ Cs
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where

Ee = In — Eb— Σ ~

Suppose further the observation vector

( 1 1 3 ) * ' = (*i, ••.,*«)

is normally distributed with mean

(114) *(x) = Φτ + β

and covariance matrix

(115) V(x) = θ2ln

where β is the nuisance parameter vector and subjects to the restriction
Ebβ = β.

The analysis of variance corresponding to the decomposition (112) is

'(IE) 'FEF' + +(116)
C\

The distributions of the component sums of squares are independent of
each other and any one of them divided by 02> except the last one, is distri-
buted with non-central chi-square (%/2) distribution. The non-centrality
parameters of them are

(117) λi = -^r ~^Γ(T'Φ' + β')FEiF'(Φτ + β)

for ί = l, 2, ..., 5. The last component divided by Θ2 is distributed with %2-
distribution, as its non-centrality parameter λe is

(118)

The degrees of freedom of those components are r(Et) for ί = l, , s and
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r(Ee) =n — r(Eb) — Σr(£, ), respectively.

The sum of squares xEbx/θ2 is also distributed with %/2 distribution, the
non-centrality parameter λB of which is

λB = W + β')Eb(Φτ + β)

2Θ2

where H=EbΦ.

The analysis of variance is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Analysis of Variance (with nuisance parameters)

Source of Variation

Component of 1

treatment sum 2

of squares \

s

Error

Sub-total

Nuisance parameters
ignoring treatments

Total

Sum of squares

X'FE^'X/C-L

x'FE%F'x/ct

x'FEsF'x/cs

x'Eex

X'(ln-Eb)x

xEbx

x'x

Degrees of freedom

r(Eλ)

r{E2)

r(Es)

n~r(Eb)- tr(Ei)
j = ι

n-r(Eb)

r(Eb)

n

Non-centrality parameter

c1τ
/E1τ/(2θ2)

c2τ'E2τ/(2θη

csτ
/Esτ/(2θη

0

{τ'H'Hτ + Ίτ'H'β
+ β'β}/{2eη

The way to compose an experimental design so as to preserve the
similarity or partial similarity of the plot relationship algebra to the treat-
ment relationship algebra after the elimination of the nuisance parameters,
is to seek for an incidence matrix Φ, satisfying (107), from treatment para-
meter space Yυ to the plot space VΛ.

The simplest design of this type is an RBD. The most typical design of
this type is a PBIBD. In a PBIBD, 33 is a similar image of \Jb, GbJ defined
among b block parameters. A PBIBD has a treatment association algebra
defined by the treatment-block incidence matrix. As far as the composed
treatment relationship algebra contains the association algebra of the PBIBD
as its subalgebra, the treatment-plot incidence matrix satisfies (107) and the
(partial) similarity of the treatment relationships may be preserved. As the
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association algebra of a BIBD is \JV, GJ, all full-rank relationship algebras
for treatments containing an ideal QGJ have \JV, GJ as their subalgebra. In
this sense, a BIBD is the best in such incomplete block designs.

The nuisance parameter algebra of a standard design for two-way
elimination of heterogeneity, such as an LSD, a YSD, etc., is a factorial type
association with no interactions.

There may exist many possibilities of composing new designs for the
elimination of nuisance parameters.
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